


Either You Stand with Us Against Tech Giant
Censorship Today – Or You Will Stand Alone at
Midterms

Tech Giants Google and Facebook are currently purging
conservative content from Facebook and YouTube — They are
hiding conservative stories on Google — They are shadow-
banning conservative news on all social media.
In February Facebook launched a new algorithm to ensure that conservative news would not
spread on the social media platform. The algorithm change caused President Donald Trump’s
engagement on Facebook posts to plummet a whopping 45%.

In contrast, Senators Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and Bernie Sanders (I-VT) do not appear to have
suffered a comparable decline in Facebook engagement.

Top conservative Facebook pages with daily traffic in the millions have seen 75% to 95% drop in
traffic. 
Young Cons, Western Journalism, SarahPalin.com, Independent Journal Review, Right Wing
News, and several others have seen dramatic loss in traffic.

The Gateway Pundit does not rely on Facebook for our traffic numbers. Still, we saw a significant
drop in Facebook traffic last month.
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This is criminal behavior. 
 
Meanwhile, liberal sites are doing fine.

Google also deleted several top Conservative channels this week.
Conservative YouTube channels were deleted in a Google purge this week.

Google later said they “accidentally” deleted conservative channels.

Today Reddit The Donald posted this letter to GOP lawmakers. 
Either you stand with conservatives against Tech Giant censorship today — or you will stand alone
at midterms.

During the election conservatives fled the corrupt mainstream media and went online to
get their news from trusted websites.

Today far left tech giants want conservative sites eliminated.
The left is even targeting the advertising and income of conservative
websites.

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/02/lies-youtube-says-accidentally-deleted-conservative-videos-took-conservative-channels/
http://i.magaimg.net/img/2s3a.png


It’s time to regulate Google and Facebook!
Where the hell is the GOP?
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